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Cleaner training data yielded no measurable 
performance improvement on conversational speech 
tasks

Readily available transcriptions do not degrade 
performance significantly

Need to understand the robustness of the training 
process

Motivation
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efine a phone set and create a pronunciation lexicon

efine the HMM topology (typically 3 state HMMs)

aussian distributions are used as the underlying 
istribution

ultiple iterations for each stage in the training process

Acoustic Model Training
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Updating Parameters
Mean update

 is the state occupancy probability for the mth 

mixture in the jth state in the rth utterance at time t

The state occupancy value can also be defined as the 
probability of the input data belonging to the model 
given the current model parameters
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Focus
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* How does the transcription error affect acoustic model 
generation?

* Does it have a significant effect on recognition 
accuracy?



There’s not a whole lot of fabric variety     there

He        not a whole lot of           variety in there

               Subs                                 Dels             Ins

Ways to introduce errors:

— Introducing errors from a validator's point of view

— Random introduction of errors

Errors randomly distributed across the database

Corrupt the transcriptions for existing databases namely 
TIDigits, Alphadigits and Switchboard

Experimental Setup - (I)
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Experimental Setup - (II)
TIDigits: small digits-only vocabulary with over 300 
speakers and over 12000 training and test utterances

lphadigits: vocabulary includes alphabets and digits 
with several male and female speakers and over 50 
hours of training and 3 hours of testing data

Switchboard: a large vocabulary (over 100,000 words) 
task involving telephone recordings of conversations 
involving several speakers, 2438 conversations used for 
training and 30 minute test data

Substitutions for SWB randomly chosen; Substitutions 
for TIDIGITS/Alphadigits uniformly chosen across all 
words
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TIDigits training performed using word models

No significant degradation in word error rate (WER) 
until 16% transcription error rate (TER) for any type of 
transcription error

TIDigits Results
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Comparative Results

Cross-word models used in training Alphadigits and 
Switchboard

No significant change in WER for low TER

Alphadigits: Phonetic mixture models are more robust 
to transcription errors by 11% relative

Corpora Acoustic Models

Transcription Error Rate
WER 

0% 2% 16%

TIDIGITS 1 mixture word 3.8 4.0 5.1 

16 mixture word 0.8 1.0 2.3 

Alphadigits 1 mixture xwrd 31.9 32.3 (+1.2) 36.2 (+13.4)

16 mixture xwrd 10.8 10.8 (+0.0) 12.1 (+12.0)

SWB 12 mixture xwrd 41.1 41.8 (+1.7) 44.6 (+8.5)
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Simulated Experiments

* Need for simulated experiments

— Robustness to transcription errors cannot be attributed 
to a single phenomenon

— High dimensionality makes the computations 
intractable

— A simpler setup using a two-model scenario

* Quantify the effect of erroneous data on Gaussian 
distributions

— Kullbeck-Leibler distance

— Probability of Error



Probability of error given by: 

Corrupt one distribution in a controlled manner

Estimate the parameters of the distribution
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imulated Experiments - Results (I)

Original distribution (black), corrupting distribution 
(red), new estimated distribution (blue)

Probability of error calculated for zero and twenty 
percent corrupted data

Probability of error increases but not significantly
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imulated Experiments - Results (II)

ata
rror 
ate

Probability of Error

‘b’ - ‘d’ 
(acoustically 
similar pair)

‘aa’ - ‘s’ 
(acoustically 

dissimilar pair)

0 44.1 6.84

2 44.1 6.89

4 44.1 7.01

6 44.1 7.12

8 44.1 7.25

10 44.1 7.37

12 44.1 7.49

14 44.1 7.60

16 44.1 7.70

18 44.1 7.79

20 44.1 7.87

* first feature of the 
phones were chosen 
from Alphadigits

* 'aa'-'s' pair:

Mean:      [4.038, -5.717] 
Variance: [9.381,12.259]

*  'b' - 'd' pair:

Mean:    [0.704,-0.461] 
Variance:[21.119,16.406]
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Analysis — Setup
Need to understand the robustness of the training 
process at a fundamental level

Experimental Setup

— 4884 utterances from Alphadigits were used

— 100 utterances with the word “o” were chosen

— “o” was replaced with “i” in these 100 utterances

— The 100 utterances without transcription errors were 
added

— The subset now has 4984 utterances with 7.8% 
transcription error rate
*
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Analysis - Hypotheses
ow much does an incorrect model learn from the 

rroneous data?

Analyzed by observing the state occupancy values of the 
incorrect model (model ‘ay’ that occurs in the utterance with 
transcription error) and comparing it with the state occupancy 
values of the correct model (equivalent model ‘ow’ that occurs 
in the same utterance but with no transcription errors).

ow much does the erroneous portion of the data 
ontribute to the model reestimation process?

Analyzed by observing the state occupancies of the incorrect 
model (model ‘ay’) in the utterances with transcription errors 
and comparing it with the state occupancies of the same model in 
other utterances without transcription errors.
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Monophone Training

eration
Center 
State of 

‘ow’

Center 
State of 

‘ay’

1 0.037 0.037

2 0.122 0.057

3 0.355 0.078

4 0.590 0.150

5 0.633 0.150

6 0.634 0.173

7 0.641 0.159

8 0.639 0.153

9 0.660 0.143

10 0.655 0.153

11 0.659 0.155

12 0.660 0.151

* State occupancy values 
expected to be low based on 
previous results on 
databases

* State occupancy values 
were observed for the 
incorrect model ‘ay’ and 
correct model ‘ow’

* Incorrect model has low 
state occupancy value and 
learns little from the 
erroneous data
It



Monophone Training (II)
How much does the erroneous portion of the data 
contribute to the model reestimation process?

— State occupancy values for 275 correct utterances for 
the model ‘ay’ was observed to be 0.53

— State occupancy values for 100 incorrect utterances 
for the model ‘ay’ was observed to be 0.15

Erroneous data does not contribute significantly to the 
reestimation process

Model ‘ay’ is left largely uncorrupted
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* Each context-dependent 
model gets less data

* Likely that the erroneous 
data may have more 
impact than in 
monophone training

* Models sil-ay+ey and     
f-ay+eh were observed

Context-Dependent Training - (I)

tion

Average State 
Occupancy for 

Correct 
Transcriptions

Average State 
Occupancy for 

Incorrect 
Transcription

s

0.5223 0.0794

0.5808 0.0871

0.5827 0.1201

0.5772 0.1461

Each model had a transcription error rate of 16% and 
66% respectively

State occupancy values are low for the ‘sil-ay+ey’ model 
in incorrect utterances but seem to increase after each 
iteration for the incorrect model
Itera
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* State clustering is 
performed to share data

* Percentage of 
transcription error 
likely to change based 
on how the states are 
shared

* TER for sil-ay+ey 
decreases to 0.05%

Context-Dependent Training - (II)

ations

Average State 
Occupancy for 

Correct 
Transcription

Average State 
Occupancy for 

Incorrect 
Transcription

1 0.5829 0.1490

2 0.5807 0.0851

3 0.5913 0.0873

4 0.5915 0.0873

5 0.5910 0.0876

tate occupancy value decreases for the model in incorrect 
anscriptions
Iter
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Context-dependent Training - (III)

erations

Average State 
Occupancy in 

Incorrect 
Transcriptions

1 0.3246

2 0.2020

3 0.2059

4 0.1726

5 0.1621

* CD model ‘f-ay+eh’ had 
66% TER prior to state-tying

* Average state occupancy 
value is 0.56

* After state-tying, the TER 
decreases significantly

State occupancy drops from 0.56 to 0.16 after state-tying

State-tying helps in decreasing the TER and increasing 
the state occupancy values for the models in correct 
transcriptions
It
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aining 
tage

State 
occupancy in 

correct 
transcriptions

State 
Occupancy in 

incorrect 
transcriptions

fter 
ixture

0.5372 0.1488

fter 
ixture

0.5384 0.1404

fter 4 
ixture

0.5644 0.1282

Mixture Training
* Mixture training is 

performed to model 
the variations in the 
data

* State occupancy 
values can increase if 
erroneous data is 
modeled by a mixture

tate occupancy are low for the incorrect transcriptions 
nd decreases as number of mixtures are increased

ixtures model other variations in the correct portion of 
e data and seem to ignore the erroneous data further
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Conclusions
Transcription errors do not corrupt the acoustic models 
significantly

Alphadigits - at 16% TER, WER degrades only by 12%

SWB - at 16% TER, WER degrades only by 8.5%

Robustness to erroneous data mainly due to Gaussian 
distribution

State-tying helps in decreasing the TER during the 
context-dependent modeling stage

Mixture training adds more robustness by modeling 
other variations in the correct portion of the data
*

*

*
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Future Work
Best performance is obtained by using a clean set of 
data

— Need to analyze how much more erroneous data is 
required to match the performance of clean data
*
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